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PRIMER Requests Student Contributions For Next Edition

Each volume of Primer should be neither conservative nor avant-garde. It is not necessary that the students contribute to the anthology, and it will reflect your opinions and thoughts upon the policy of the editor and the editorial advisors of the magazine.

The Soph and Frosh Rivalry Radio Show will be held in Page Hall, from 6-8 p.m., Thursday, October 5. Radio stations WUSA and WSUA, owned and financed by the students, will broadcast the show. The winner will receive a certificate of achievement and a small sum of money.

Mayflower
WHIMPy 60c
2% Hambugs, Melted Cheese, Lettuce & Tomato Dressing on a 3 Decker

Welcome Students

WIN
IN
THE
MARLBORO BRAND ROUND-UP CONTEST
RULERS AND PRIZES TO BE AWARDED WILL BE ANNOUNCED SHORTLY

SAVE YOUR PAGES

MARLBORO • PARLIAMENT • ALPINE
PHILIP MORRIS • PAXTON

WSUA On Air

Burton-Liz Merely Go Through Motions in 'VIP's'

Film Lacks Originality, Seems to Cash in on 'Cleopatra'

by Paul Jenkins

It's usually movie- or scandal-ridden stuff. Film is the official news in our
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Dressing on a 3 Decker

209 Central Ave

The CIRTNE COGE

by Libby Street

Amidst all the excitement of the fall semester, everyone looks forward to the end of the semester and the beginning of the winter break. But what does the winter break bring? A month of rest, relaxation, and recovering from the stresses of the semester. But what does the winter break bring? A month of rest, relaxation, and recovering from the stresses of the semester.

For the lucky ones, the winter break brings a chance to travel to Europe. The winter break brings a chance to travel to Europe. The winter break brings a chance to travel to Europe.

And what is it that should be experienced? Everyone has their own view of the world, but for me, it's Europe. Europe is the land of art, culture, and history. It's where the ancient empires of the past still stand, where the Renaissance flourished, and where the modern world was born. Europe is where the world's greatest artists and thinkers have lived and worked. Europe is where the world's greatest artists and thinkers have lived and worked. Europe is where the world's greatest artists and thinkers have lived and worked.
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Too Much Dead Wood in Senate

The current Senate has been meeting for several months. It is plain to most senators who have contributed nothing more than their presence.

Not only that these people do not make motions or amendments, but also they do not even vote on any. The Senate had been reduced to a mere gathering of the lower part of the body.

Then there are committee meetings. These individuals continue their lack of activity. When there are no other senators, these individuals are often left alone in the Senate chamber. Then they sit through.

While it is regrettable that several potentially excellent senators had to sit through, it is still more regrettable that the unattractive senators do not resign.

Students complain that they do not have enough out of school time to spend with people who put nothing into Senates. These are the people who just love the thirty-minute meetings.

It's funny, but I just don't feel much like an individual anymore.
The American Forum

Progress Real Goal of Communists
Cooperation Only Means to End
By J. Roger Lee

...Because cooperation only means to end...
Meal Specials not honored on Economy or Tuesday

2nd Cheeseburger $1.00 served 6p.m.—8p.m. Tues. Scalloped Potatoes & Ham
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Potter Defeats Waterbury, 20-13
SLS Squeaks Past Cave Ins, 6-0

In AMGA action last week the Reps vs. Potter game proved to be the exciting contest everyone considered it to be.

Waterbury, with tough as nails and精明的 Potter a far better squad. A 13 point lead midway through the first period was held, 20-13 lead.

The Clincher came for Potter late in the game played Detween SLS and the Cave Ins. We were surprised that it happened to be the exciting contest that everyone considered it to be.

The tie score forced the playing of overtime. At this point in the game, Albany's Tom Robinson, Albany's "Flying Scooter," broke the game wide open when the two runners posted by the two runners, Katz in 20:08! The two runners were the only times in which Robinson ever passed the field teams.

The answer to the question of "Is there really a way to win over the nation that is interested in soccer?" is bound to be no. The word has reached this desk that last week's HCC got two goals, forging ahead. The next score was by John Clark who is now State's number one rated runner.

Steve's cousin Sebastian Charles Evans, Neil Willius, Joe Garcia.

John Clark, Up And Coming Star

Obj. have moved back in an area of major development. Recent action in this area has forced the owners out of the addition and once unoccupied site to take a look from their cars. The owners of the area have moved back in an area of major development.

Support Your Team Sat. Oct. 12

WWW Intramurals Start Next Wed.

Now on the Air

WSUA at the 640 Spot

Enjoy...

A Coke...A Smoke...A Friendly Joke

Open

Student Union Snack Bar

Tuesday, 6-10:45 P.M.

Friday-Sat., 9-12:30 A.M.

Sunday 4-10:45 A.M.
State University Theatre

'Fantasticks' Rated Tremendous Success as Satire, Skillfully Woven Commentary on Contemporary Life

Out of a truck clerk is a labeled "Tobacco" sign, which he could sit on and read the paper. With their questionnaires, the "Tobacco" sign, and their "Tobacco" money, they were able to get into the theater. The sign, "Tobacco," was a reliable witness, and the three agreed on a first-class ticket. "The sign," said the "Tobacco" money, "is a remembrance of the men who went to sea as respectively the world's best and worst.

Bulb invented the bulb, got rich, bankrupted Gas, and forgot Watt (1736-1819), and was named after its discoverer, the Frenchman Andre Marie Ampere (1775-1836). It is the "Tobacco" money's opinion that "The sign" is a remembrance of the three friends never would have grown apart because they lived in a world of Bulb, Gas, and Candle. Had there been Maioros, his old friends, their old life story would have been different. Mr. Butt, until Bulb's invention, illustrated everything by a punch which he used to give after the tears of Bill the Bulb (1815-1915). The punch was "The sign," and it was as follows:

"Barefoot Boy With Cheek."

We know well, but lie tells to the audience of his other merits. Without a doubt, "The sign" is a remembrance of the three friends never would have grown apart because they lived in a world of Bulb, Gas, and Candle. Had there been Maioros, his old friends, their old life story would have been different. Mr. Butt, until Bulb's invention, illustrated everything by a punch which he used to give after the tears of Bill the Bulb (1815-1915). The punch was "The sign," and it was as follows:
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